Don’t Move Firewood

Bringing together firewood messages and stakeholders since 2008
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Proudly Wears Bug Costumes for Her Job
MOVING FIREWOOD can transport forest insects and diseases.

**BUY IT WHERE YOU BURN IT.**

If you're a camper heading out for a trip — or just getting firewood for your stove — do nature a favor. Don't potentially transport invasive species.

- Buy locally harvested firewood.
- Gather on site where permitted.
- Ask a park ranger or campground host about where to get local firewood.

The forest will thank you.
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OUT OF STATE FIREWOOD IS RESTRICTED IN NEW HAMPSHIRE

For more information, visit: www.nhbugs.org

Invasive tree-killing pests can hitchhike in your firewood!

BUY IT WHERE YOU BURN IT.
HELP STOP THE SPREAD OF INVASIVE PESTS & DISEASES.
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FIREWOOD ALERT!
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FIREWOOD

BUY IT WHERE YOU BURN IT.

Tree-killing pests can hitchhike on your firewood!

For Vermont specific firewood regulations go to vtmissives.org
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The importance of paying for Firewood Scout and why that model exists at all
BUY IT WHERE YOU BURN IT

Tree-killing insects & diseases can hitchhike in firewood

EXTENSION
Utah State University
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Questions?

Thank you to all our partners throughout North America. Special thanks to USDA APHIS for being the primary funding agency of this campaign for the past eight years.

Reach me at LGreenwood@tnc.org